
Conference Poster Presentation Guideline 
 
 

 The content of a your poster should include 

 Poster’s title: The main title should be interesting and concise (up to ten words) and 
should reflect the study. 

 Author/s name/s & credentials, Institutional Affiliation 

 Introduction:  overview, justification for study, background if applicable, aims and 
objectives (these could be placed in a separate section if desired). 

 Methods:  briefly describe methodology/theory used 

 Results: could be in the form of text, graphs, tables, photos or a combination of these 

 Conclusion: needs to be the strongest part of the poster, some readers may only look 
at this section. The use of bold typeface, slightly larger text size or bullet points may 
add useful emphasis. 

  Implications: could be incorporated into “Conclusions” or kept as a discrete section 

  References (if space allows, otherwise, you can bring them separately as a handout) 

 Acknowledgements, Funding source(s) (if any) 
 
 
Suggested Layout (see the attached template) 
 
 
 
Remember the KISS© principle 
Keep It Simple—See “C” it ahead of time!  When designing your poster, you can be creative, but 
remember to be CLEAR as well as CATCHY: 

 Be Concise—Bullets are better, less is more, avoid sentence overload! 

 Put the most important parts of the presentation, at eye level and in the centre of the 
poster. 

 Charts, pictures, graphs & tables are better than narrative, but keep graphs and 
diagrams as simple and clear as possible (remember, easily read at 1-1.5meters). 
Ensure they are relevant, given a title and referred to in the text. 

 Color & Contrast Catch the eye: Use of color can serve to highlight certain areas of the 
poster (i.e. in backing material, text etc). It can also spoil the overall look. If it is to be 
used, choose no more than two or three complementary colors. Suggested colors 
include light grey on black, color combinations of green, red, black or blue on white. 
White print on a darker background is also attractive, but is not very easily read. If the 
text is printed on white paper, create a boarder by mounting the sheet onto a colored 
sheet. This will create visual interest to your poster. 

 Calligraphy—Easy-to-read type-face (Arial or Times New Roman). Try not to mix fonts 
as this may give the poster a “messy” appearance. 

 Character font size—80-72 for title, 50-48 for name & credentials, at least 32 for body, 
font in Acknowledgements and References can be smaller than 32. 

 Be consistent (throughout), careful (read and reread) and Courteous (the sooner we get 
it, the better!). 

 


